
Pc-Check® v8.00 
 
Enhancements made to hard drive testing, including new test script presets, added 
support for testing serial ports installed on PCI adapter cards, and  
updated PCI device information for the latest  devices. Pc-Check continues to  
provide the greatest test coverage possible, on the widest variety of PC systems, in 
an OS free environment. 

Eurosoft has helped to find millions of computer failures since 1980.  
No exaggeration.  
 
Developing intricate computer diagnostic software – because other hardware tests 
miss them completely – we fulfil challenging testing needs for computer-based 
environments. Supporting computers built around Microsoft, AMD and Intel 
technologies, we determine missing, failed and perfect computer components – 
regardless of brand.   
 
Pc-Check® is a key computer testing tool you won’t want to be without. No other 
diagnostic has more years of testing behind it. 
 
Pc-Check® upgrades are indispensable. Count on a continued flow of reliable test 
results whether building, installing, supporting or servicing computers. Pc-Check® 
offers greater support for testing multiple devices regardless of operating systems.  

 
 
 
 

now shipping! 

If your diagnostics are 

out of date, don’t wait! 

Call us now to upgrade or 

get your site license. Visit 

our website to order 

more great Pc-Check® 

packs. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

© Eurosoft (UK) Ltd. 1988-2013. Pc-Check is a registered trademarks of 
Eurosoft (UK) Ltd. Amberstone, Boot2Test, PC Builder, QA+Win, QaTest32, 
QA+Win, MakeImage, ZeroData, Virtual QA+, Virtual Pc-Check, VPCS-Console, 
USB Preferred Port Plug, CDT, DVDT, EuroBIOS, EuroDOS are trademarks of 
Eurosoft (UK) Ltd. All other product trademarks are recognised as belonging to 
their respective owners.  
Note: Windows PE v1.x contains a security feature that will cause end 
user’s systems to reboot without prior notification to the end user after 24 
hours of continuous use. Windows PE v2.x and v3.x contains a security 
feature that will cause end user’s systems to reboot without prior  
notification to the end user after 72 hours of continuous use. 

 
  

Pc-Check®  features The benefits to you 

New hard disk test presets  Greater testing flexibility select from Quick, 
standard, Full and Custom presets for  
different testing requirements. 

New hard disk standby test  Test correct hard disk functionality by putting it 
into standby mode and after a short time  
return to running mode. The response of the 
drive to these operations is monitored and the 
ability to respond to read operations on  
resumption is checked. 

New hard disk SMART  
conveyance test  

Quickly determine if any damage to the hard 
disk has occurred during transit from the disk 
manufacturer.   

New stress test presets  Greater testing flexibility to identify problems 
that may not occur when components are tested 
individually.  

New support for serial ports 
installed on PCI adapter cards  

Full test serial ports on PCI adaptor cards that 
are widely found in ePOS systems. 

New file browser Makes  file selection quicker and easier – for  
example loading or saving a burn-in script. 

Enhanced SMBIOS table 
browser  

Expanded support for structures and all updated 
to latest specification. Also includes the option 
to output the SMBIOS table to a text file. 

Updated PCI detection PCI detection and testing now includes the  
latest devices providing greater test coverage of 
a wider variety of PC systems. 

Upgrading to the latest version 

of Pc-Check® (8.00) keeps 

your hardware testing methods 

current. Upgrades and technical  

support are provided to you 

automatically for one year. 

 

Check out  features included in past  

updates at www.eurosoft-uk.com 
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